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Abstract :   
 

Purpose- Railways have been the backbone of the transportation industry for the past few centuries and have advanced a lot 

in the past few decades, so managing them is quite a mammoth task. This topic of analyzing railway timetabling and routing has 

been researched a lot. This systematic review paper aims at reviewing different research papers published and analyzed different 
models used in the papers. 

 

Design/methodology/approach- The research paper is conducted in stages where different papers are reviewed under the 

literature review section and then later on have been analyzed upon with citation networks and data graphs. 

 

Originality/value- This bibliometric research paper includes the most updated work on the analysis of railway timetables and 
routing using Operations Research. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Railway system is organized by an intricate network of infrastructure, human capital and other complex resources. Since people’s 

demand for mobility and therefore increasing number of trains grows at a faster pace than creation of new railway structures, the 

railway network becomes heavily concentrated which leads to disruptions and adverse implications. Railway scheduling is done 

through time-tabling, specifying accurate service timings which may include delays and buffers due to negligence, breakdown, 

weather, maintenance, congestion etc. The relevant solution suggested for set-back of railway schedules is adding buffer periods 

and increasing the planned-stretch for running to absorb minor alterations to the timetable wherein trains change routes, platforms 

and tracks, quickly adapting without stalling other vehicles. Rail planning process comprises of complicate processes such as train 

time tabling, rail line planning, rolling stock and crew scheduling. It is essential to design and optimize models for each of these 

to achieve various goals such as minimizing total completion time of transportation, achieving lowest possible operation cost , 

achieving maximum passenger satisfaction, evaluating the optimal train schedule.  

although there is a fixed capacity on trains, the number of passengers can be changed by proper schedule. This can be 

strategically formulated by analyzing factors like schedule of passengers, their arrival time, destination, seating arrangement helps 

us to evaluate solutions for ideal results and profit. Usually, the main goal of transportation problems is to minimize the total 

transportation completion time. The “line planning problem (LPP) and train timetabling problem (TTP)” are two basic and closely 

related issues in railway systems that are included in the strategic and tactical levels. 

 In cases of disruptions the pre existing models need to be modified based on the arrived scenario. 

Literature on disruption management is more scarce than literature on train rescheduling and delay management (see for 

instance Corman, D’Ariano, Pacciarelli,& Pranzo (2009) and Dollevoet, Huisman, Schmidt, & Schöbel(2012)for models that deal 

with small timetable deviations) Rail scheduling and maintenance actions are activities of conflicting nature because higher 

number of vehicles are required to fulfill its objectives of mobility while dealing with various disruptions and constraints ensuring 

timely service and security of passengers and goods loaded whereas maintenance is necessary to ensure optimum utilization of 

railway infrastructure and network so as to keep it in a prime state. Therefore, designing and arrangement of timetables and 

schedules is primary at functional and calculated levels. The organization of rail congestion is solved through a “Train 

Timetabling Problem (TTP)” comprising of  all aspects of arrival, departure, waiting time, distance between two stations, time 

spent at stations and other services. But the time-frame for certain characteristics like maintenance cannot be predetermined and 

are unspecified at the planning phase which therefore requires a different approach of Tactical Traffic and Possession Scheduling 

Problem (TTPSP) (D’Ariano et al., 2019),  which is concerned with re-sequencing, rescheduling and changing routes accordingly 
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when some information is acquired. It focuses on optimum and feasible time-tabling to increase time and cost utilization (Zhi, 

2019). 

The presented paper helps us to understand the various contributions by the respected authors which gave a much broader 

view of how timetabling occurs in a railway network. It is formed by a cluster of routes which when combined together enable a 

proper functioning of the railways.(Dick, n.d.-a) However, there are possibilities of various disruptions and errors happening. 

With the help of various methods and models proposed by various researchers, it is an effort made through this paper to 

understand the various prospects of timetabling, scheduling, rerouting and so on.(Dunkin et al., 2009a) 

 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW: 

This section reviews articles on different mathematical formulations, models, experiments, software applied to the topic of 
paper. 

 

(Polinder et al., 2021) deals with a new approach to periodic timetabling with linearing of a mixed integer quadratic program 

"Strategic Passenger-Oriented Timetabling" which includes waiting time at stations in objective function and provides 

synchronization patterns between different networks for optimality for passengers. Although, the method was not able to examine 

the “sensitivity” of demand rate, it provides feasible strategic timetables under various assumptions. 

 

(Barrena et al., 2014) studies rail time table using mathematical models and experiments considering changing demand based 

on flow variables (linear representation of objective function), branch and cut algorithm (linear relative to non-convex and non-

monotonic objective function). The model was successful in reducing the average waiting period for passengers after scrutinizing 
departure and rail speed elements. 

 

(Q. Zhang et al., 2020)  describes a method for simultaneous re-scheduling of platforms, re-routing of tracks and solving train 

timetabling problems at tactical level by applying a time-capacity system on a microscale level called “0-1 binary integer 

programming model”. The two approaches of dynamic programming used are “Lagrangian Relaxation” and “Alternating 

Direction Method of Multipliers (ADMM)”. The paper suggests a flexible track application policy and was successful in using 

ADMM for optimum infrastructure usage and reducing rail cancellations. Similar model approach has been suggested in 

(Cacchiani et al., 2012) 

 

(Corman & Henken, 2022a) uses the concept of "capacity" and density flow speed and network fundamental diagrams to 

analyze the impact of railway traffic based on quantitative and qualitative tools of delay analysis, principle component analysis 

queueing theory and simulations for railway operations pivoting around delay and other complex heterogeneous railway services 

and resources planning. It utilizes the model of Microscopic Fundamental Diagram which did not support concrete and existent 

dynamics, necessary for assessment of level of performance and cost-utility.  MFD assumes that people select other alternatives 
as an ideal choice based on their requirement. 

 

(D’Ariano et al., 2019), (Petering et al., 2016) focuses on railway congestion and routing scheduling using mathematical 

models of mixed integer linear programming model and Pareto-optimal solutions under various constraints to fulfil objectives in 

distinct stochastic environments to minimize deviations to ensure consistency, rationality, and feasibility. The bi-objective 

problems were conducted on practical networks for trains and infrastructures competing for resources to balance and satisfy the 

conflicting interests of rail services and maintenance to provide primary, quality solutions. It collates traffic and maintenance for 

maximum optimality and cost-benefit. The routing consistency was found to reduce flexibility and suggests development of 
problem- focused algorithms and models that assists in relevant decision making based on traffic and maintenance flow. 

 

(Pätzold & Schöbel, 2016) A matching heuristic and algorithm to solve a narrowed form of Periodic Event Scheduling 

Problem with constraints for optimized rail arrangement. Although the method ignored certain constraints due to complexity, The 
use of Modulo Simplex aided improvement in assignment and sequencing of tracks. (Cordone & Redaelli, 2011; Sun et al., 2014) 

 

(Jensen et al., 2020) based on maximising capacity of rail services considering long term arrangement and heterogeneity of the 

functioning. It tests the feasibility and optimality of the problem after examining several constraints using two methods: Exact 

branch-and-bound algorithm and Tabu search heuristic which helped in analyzing substantial information on framework and 

various plots for stronger adoption of changes in infrastructure, rolling stock that increases cost-benefit analysis 

 

(L. Kroon et al., n.d.-a) Deals with mixed integer linear programming algorithms of “Periodic Event Scheduling Problem”, 

“Designer of network schedules” for cyclical and robust timetables for platform assignment, feasible and optimal route select ion. 

software “CPLEX 9.0”, “Simulation model for networks” helped in punctuality, cross-train planning, complex data assessment. 

 

(Albrecht et al., 2013) Proposed “Problem Space Search (PSS)” meta-heuristic Based on “Schedulemiser” software provides a 

broad number of permutations and combinations of track scheduling and maintenance simultaneously. Given the time- benefit of 

dealing with complex data, the manual labor force can be used for better interpretation and analysis of resulting alternatives for 
quicker re-arrangement and altering due to delays or disruptions. 

 

(Jafarian-Moghaddam, 2021) focuses on a genetic algorithm “sustainable elastic train scheduling” on a three-objective model 

and use of Lingo software. It identifies the elasticity of speed, length, weight capacity of trains and cost of operations as a trade-

off to increasing revenues from operations, providing better safety, punctuality, and energy efficiency to help in optimal rail 

development. 
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(H. Pan et al., 2022)  proposes the simultaneous integration of rolling stock circulation and rail flexibility using column-based 

diving heuristic algorithms. The model was tested on several existent (varied depot) scenarios. Solver was used for complex 

constraints; it provided schedules for lowering cost. The paper would further extend its research with improvement to implement 

the model in a stochastic environment. 

 

(Gao & Niu, 2021) focuses on heterogeneity of trains to ensure flexibility and adhering to complex constraints (congestion, 

limited availability) under “Alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM)” as an arc-based zero-one integer programming 

pattern. The priority based ADMM was found to be pertinent for dense data inputs. 

 

(Ning et al., 2022)  uses a bi-objective MILP model to develop an optimized synchronized timetable (last train) that made it 

possible for maximum number of passengers to reach their preferred (or closest to) destination. The further research would 

concentrate on making feasible schedules in a dynamic demand environment. Similar study is undertaken in (K. Huang et al., 
2021), (S. Zhan et al., 2015) 

(Y. Zhang, Guo, et al., 2022) is based on the optimisation of routes, schedules, safety, costs of Railway out-of-gauge freight 

(ROF) using mathematical models like Simpack simulation software. Other tools like safety simulation model, double checking 

approach and multimodal transportation model are used to gauge important parameters like safety gap, road dependability, 

tunnels, weight capacity. The method proposed by the paper.calculated various constraints, developed objective function, built an 

optimal model and selected routes based on ranking. The conclusion of the approach contributed to providing tactical and 

functional results that aid in meeting the target and decision-making process for the railway out-of-gauge freight transportation. 
(Setyawan & Diah Damayanti, 2018; Veelenturf et al., 2014) 

 

(Reynolds & Maher, 2022)The research conducted in UK, concentrates on formulations of different speed profiles wherein 

trains need to accelerate or deaccelerate in order to accustom to the re-arrangement of the network to allow smooth functioning of 

other rails based on Train Timetable Rescheduling Problem (TTRP) and simulation approach. The further research would include 

comparison of speed models and find “disguised time”. 

 

(Yin et al., 2017)  focuses on employing technological advancements into railways in the form of Automatic Train Operation, 

as a way of increasing efficiency in terms of speed, time, cost, infrastructure by reducing manual workforce intensive practices 

through the advent of digitalization and development of new communication interface. It addresses the contemporary rail 

operations and drawbacks through optimizing speed profile, traffic control and train speed controller relating to ATO as an 

alternative that is environment friendly, reliable and optimizes services.  

 

(Y. Wang & Li, 2022) developed a new approach to “Train Platforming and Routing” with space-time modeling. Through 

numerical formulation, experiments and sensitivity analysis, it explores three interlocking modes: “route-locking route-release 

(RLRR)”, “route-locking sectional-release (RLSR)” and “sectional-locking sectional-release (SLSR)”. RLSR proved to be 

constructive for dense rail-operations lacking technological advancements and SLSR for optimal decision making and scheduling 

for individual terminals.   

 

(Zhou et al., 2022) describes a real-time disruption management approach. It discusses the rescheduling of the rolling stock 

and the timetable. It focuses on the changed passenger demand. The timetable decisions are limited to additional stops of trains at 

stations at which they normally would not call. It discusses the adptations to the timetable while noting the estimated effects. It 

proposes a disruption management approach to integrate rescheduling of rolling stock and the adaptation of stopping patterns. 

This helps in improving passenger service. 

 

(Chen et al., 2020)This paper focuses on the high speed railway location, which is one of the highest in hierarchy, for 

example, Beijing, Shijiazhuang, Wuhan high-speed railway station, etc. in China, and try to optimize its timetable. It focuses on 

analysing the problem and suggests strategies to adjust time and platforms  for transfer scheme. 

 

(Fuchs et al., 2022)This paper provides a domain model and problem formulation that is able to take advantage of the 

available infrastructure by allowing train itinerary allocation during timetabling. It focuses on 2 main modules, the LPP module 

and the TTP module. He talks about the need to achieve more efficient and integrated public transport planning. It proposes an 

iterative approach based on an improved feedback loop between two tasks, LPP and TTP. 

 

(Lee et al., 2016) It talks about resolving the delays in railway timetables. This can be done by extending the dwell time for 

the busy hour train services in some frequently crowded stations in the timetable.In this study, a railway delay root cause 

explanatory model is presented to integrate heterogeneous railway operation data sources, which can effectively reconstruct the 

details of the railway operations, and a supervised decision following machine learning and data mining techniques is designed to 

estimate the key factors in knock-on delays. 

 

(Hassannayebi et al., 2019)The passenger wait time under random disturbances is proposed to be minimised in this research 

using a meta-model simulation-based optimization approach. The modelling framework is built on a mix of response surface 

methodology (RSM) and discrete event simulation, hence combining the advantages of both approaches. An analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) test and the computation of second-order derivatives are used to conduct the verification procedure. The suggested 

meta-model simulation-optimization method can be expanded in future study to create energy-efficient train schedules. Through 

hybrid SBO, it is also useful to estimate additional parameters, such as the resilience and reliability of the train timetable. 
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(Martin-Iradi & Ropke, 2022) based on “dive-and-cut-and-price procedure” and “Benders’ cuts" which uses symmetric tables, 

columns (representing train paths) and graph conceptualization considering dynamic and concrete constraints for optimal 

consolidated routing schedules for commuters.  Denmark and New Zealand are areas of assessment. In conclusion, the integration 

of Bender’s cuts was not useful in the model as it requires upgraded consolidation. Other rail elements can be added for analysis 
but the model would become complicated given the dense railway network. 

 

(Gong et al., 2021) studied  an integer nonlinear constraints programming model based on VNS Approach for collaborative 

optimisation of timetables in a dynamic environment which was later modified into ”equivalent integer linear programming” 
based on CPLEX. The study was able to provide energy-efficient speed schedules, relevant to practical real-life implications. 

 

(Y. Xu et al., 2020) Proposes a “energy efficient train control” timetable optimization complication using a “nonlinear mixed 

integer programming” model which is then modified into space-time-speed network (STS) and segment level trajectory approach 

and algorithm. The conclusion of the model resulted in time and energy efficiency for interval, arrival, departure and cost 

calculations. 

 

(Rangaraj, 2005) Talks about the need of cyclic timetables and the characteristics of public, operating and cyclic timetables. It 

is observed that A “frequency-based” timetable is useful for waiting period for users and cost efficiency. The paper further 

discussed the constraints-based techniques followed by optimisation procedures of forming a cyclic (frequency based) time table 
and the practical difficulties in doing the same. Examples of cyclic timetables in the Indian Railways were discussed.  

 

(L. Kroon et al., 2009) focuses on cyclic classification of timetables in which the PESP is formulated through feasibility 

finding using CADANS:  constraints programming approach and DONS: Designer of network schedules and SIMONE: simulated 

model for networks. The paper suggests building new infrastructure in accordance with the formulated timetable for higher 

running capacity which requires enormous funding. (Kümmling et al., 2015; Zhong et al., 2013) also propose similar model. 

 

(Kumar, 2001) focuses on solving the three most important issues faced by Indian Railway 

1. Locomotive assignment problem 
The objective of reduction of operating costs and reduction of fleet size was achieved using “problem decomposition”  

2. Optimal designs of timetables 

Dynamic and static timetables were formed using Integer Programming solved by Langrangian relaxation. Techniques like 
Simulated Annealing and Genetic algorithms can also be used for small networks. 

3. Dynamic Prices of servicing 

The question of how high the tariff prices can go, (keeping the demand curve and airplane prices in mind) has been answered 

using predictive analytics (Harrod, 2012a) presents four fundamental timetable formulations suitable for 
optimization.(MISLP, BIOP, hypergraph, and PESP) 

MISLP (oldest approach) is appropriate for real valued scheduling of single period schedules. But is limited to pairwise train 

dispatching decisions, reducing the feasible solution set. 

“BIOP” is suited for the combinatorial packing of train paths within a complex network. 

“THE HYPERGRAPH” deals with limitations in BIOP. 

 PESP is the only timetabling model in regular service. It is suited for the solutions with many interrelated passenger 
connections between trains. 

 

The 2005 timetable of the Berlin subway (based on the results of mathematical programming techniquue is the first service 

concept which has been put into daily operations. The work is based on a well-built graph model (“the periodic event-scheduling 
problem”), which was introduced in 1989. The success story of this model is described in (Liebchen,2008) 

 

(M. Wang et al., 2019) In this study, a mixed integer programming model is proposed to address timetable rescheduling 

problems. The model considers timetable rescheduling strategies like retiming, reordering, and adjusting stop pattern. A “genetic 

algorithm-based particle swarm optimization algorithm” is developed. Moreover, a numerical experiment of Beijing-Shanghai 

high-speed railway corridor is implemented to test the proposed model and algorithm. (Caimi et al., 2017a; Zhu et al., 2017) 

 

(S. Zhao et al., 2021) methods to optimize line planning for high-speed railway network with time-varying demand. A “bi-

level programming model” based on “Stackelberg game theory” was constructed, to obtain time information. The model is solved 

“by a decomposition searching strategy”. A case study on a partial HSR network is also discussed 

 

(Huisman et al., 2005) gives an overview of state-of-the-art Operations Research models and techniques used in passenger 

railway transportation. For each planning phase (strategic, tactical and operational), the problems are discussed. These methods 

are then used to solve problems at the largest Dutch railway operator, NS Reizigers. 

 

(J. Hartleb & Schmidt, 2022) proposed a novel timetabling approach with integrated passenger distribution model. Two 

MILPs: one integrates a linear distribution, the other simulates the distribution, along with a comparison of the models in 

experiments to state-of-the-art timetabling methods. The effect of multiple/single route and integrated/predetermined routing was 
shown. Integrating a passenger distribution model can help to find better timetables. 

It was observed that different evaluation functions yield different results for the considered methods. However, it raises the 

question of whether this function is suitable for evaluation when multiple paths are involved. 
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(Zhu & Goverde, 2021) shows a multiple-disruption timetable rescheduling model for multiple complete track blockages that 

are pairwise connected by at least one train line using 2 approaches- sequential approach and combined approach (Both tested on 

real life instances in on a subnetwork of Dutch railways). High quality solutions for multiple disruptions were developed using the 

“rolling horizon solution method”. We can conclude that the combined approach is able to handle more kinds of multiple 

disruption scenarios and generate better solutions as compared to the sequential approach. However, this model has not been 

tested for larger railway networks 

 

(Lamorgese & Mannino, 2015) a real-time train dispatching problem is discussed. Here they show how to decompose the 

problem into smaller subproblems which forming the basis for a “master-slave solution algorithm” (master problem= line and 

slave problem= stations).  Extensive tests on double-track lines in Italy were conducted. It was observed that this method showed 

significant improvement in minimizing overall delay as compared to the classical methods. This exact approach has been 

incorporated in the railway operations in Norway since February 2014. 

 

(Odijk, 1996) solves the problem of constructing periodic timetables using a mathematical model consisting of periodic time 
window constraints by means of 

which arrival and departure times can be related pairwise on a clock, rather than on a linear time axis. This is an extension of 

the PESP model. Furthermore, A new algorithm based on constraints generation is used to work out a real-life example (solve the 

PESP). Towards the end, a non-trivial example to demonstrate the timetable structure model has been worked out. It is observed 

that This method can be used to not only construct railway timetables effectively, but also to investigate the feasibility or make 
revisions in the current timetables. 

 

(Liebchen et al., 2010) This paper provides a computational study which aims at computing delay resistant periodic timetables 

keeping delay management objective. This is an extension of the concept of “light robustness”  

This technique was applied to the German railway. This model was successful in decreasing passenger delays at small price of 
robustness. 

 

(Hansen, 2006) This paper uses analytical techniques and microsimulation to maximize capacity in stochastic train operations. 

Combinatorial models and max-plus algebra techniques are helpful for network timetable optimization and stability analysis, 

analytical (queueing) models and microsimulation are utilized to estimate waiting times. Using conditional probability 

distributions of delays caused by headway restrictions and route conflicts, a probabilistic model for the estimation of delay 

propagation is explored. Stochastic timetable optimization will help in the development of efficient distribution of running time 

margins and increased punctuality in large networks.   

 

 

(Y. Oh et al., 2020) This paper develops dwell time estimation models for a Shinbundang line (S line) in Seoul, South Korea 

using support vector regression (SVR), multiple linear regression (MLR), and random forest (RF) techniques utilizing archived 

real-time metro operation data along with smart card-based passenger information. 

 

(R. L. Burdett & Kozan, 2010) This study focused on the representation and creation of precise railway schedules using a 

“hybrid job shop method”. As a result of this research, a novel strategy for resolving job shop challenges with capacitated buffers 

was suggested. Unique elements of train scheduling such were included into the “job shop scheduling framework” and, more 

specifically, into an inventive “AON disjunctive graph” representation. The core algorithm uses insertion, backtracking, and 

advanced dynamic route selection methods to build a schedule operation by operation and job by work. Thus, guaranteeing a 

feasible solution. Good quality solutions approaching optimality can be quickly obtained via this method. 

 

(L. Kroon et al., 2008) The “time supplements and buffer” periods of a particular timetable can be distributed using the 

“stochastic optimization model” to make the timetable as robust as possible to stochastic disturbances. NS Reizigers, was used to 

test the stochastic optimization model. Additionally, a timetable based on this model was followed on the so-called "Zaanlijn." 

The findings demonstrate that by making very minor adjustments to a particular timetable, the average delays of trains can 
decrease dramatically. 

 

(J. S. M. Hartleb, 2022) This paper focuses on efficient solution strategies for proper preparation of railway timetables for 

providing better services to the passengers. It discusses the availability of various optimization approaches for timetabling and the 

various assumptions which are made in order to provide the best quality to the recipients. Two ways are discussed which helped 

to integrate the distribution of passengers on various routes along with the assumptions taken on single routes and distribution. 

The first assumption takes care of the fact that the shortest possible route is available for the passengers while the second 

emphasizes that the routes which are determined are self-sufficient in managing the passenger load in the network. there is the use 

of multiple evaluation functions for comparing the methods described in the paper. It highlights the integrated choice model 

which derives the passenger distribution system on different routes and also uses the artificial instances to compare with the 
regional methods. 

 

(Z. Huang et al., 2022) This paper reviews the various prospects of timetabling in “high-speed railway (HSR) corridors” and 

also the time preferences which the passengers get to select the most suitable one to travel. It emphasizes two models namely, the 

operation-oriented model and the passenger centric model. Under the operation-oriented model, the operators try to maximize 

transport benefits by reducing the cost of operations and in the same premise, optimize the train travel time. (Verma & Pattanaik, 

2015) It focuses on minimizing (Florian et al., 1976) the energy consumption and also uses the maxed-integer nonlinear 

optimization model for train rescheduling. The passenger centric model aims to comply with different needs of the passengers to 
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the sizeable extent which can be met. A timetable optimizer proposed by Khwanpruk helps to quickly generate a timetable which 

helps to meet the optimal options which can be offered at proper intervals.(Scheidt, n.d.)  

 

(Q. L. R. M. P. X. Zhang, 2022) paper reviews two optimization problems which arise,i.e., ”Train Timetabling Problem (TTP) 

and the Train Platforming Problem (TPP)” and formulates a 0-1 binary “integer programming model” which helps to minimize 

the operating costs of running the train. It emphasizes on “Maintenance Operation Tasks (MOTs)” which need to be done at 

regular intervals to ensure better capability. A Heuristic algorithm is also used to control the model and four strategies are 

determined to ensure a time interval between the trains.(Schüpbach et al., n.d.) 

 
 

(Fuchs, 2022) This paper develops an understanding to overcome the 2 stages which include line planning and timetabling. It 

outlines a framework of better services which can be catered in the best feasible way in adherence to the existing 

framework.(Matière & Juin, 1973) The approaches used are Line Planning Program (LPP) and Timetabling Program (TTP) 

considering the routing and platforming program. It states that the existing approaches do not take into account the detailed 
infrastructure limitations while generating feedback.(Sevaux & le Quéré, 2003) 

 

(L. Kroon et al., n.d.-b) This paper discusses the two aspects which suggest the interval between the arrival and departure of 

trains at different stations and halts. Also, it aims to determine the assignment of trains to adequate platforms on various routes. It 

uses mathematical optimization models for generating timetables such that there are minimal disturbances. It discusses the 

Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP) developed by Serafini and Ukovich (1989) for generating the timetables. (Cordeau et 
al., 2001) However, it also discusses a drawback of cyclic timetables that they are not flexible and may prove to be inefficient. 

 

(Almodóvar, 2013) In this, various cases are discussed in which emergencies arise due to different problems. One of them 

discussed is when the service line is hindered due to differences in demand and supply availability. It addresses the Vehicle Re-

Scheduling Problem (VRSP) and uses an on-line optimization model to cater the same. This model is based on the simulation-

based approach and agent-based approach. The simulation model uses algorithms to predict the schedules in the most optimal way 
while the agent-based approach uses Artificial Intelligence (AI) for decision making. (Vijay & Prasad, n.d.) 

 

(S. J. Oh, 2021) This paper provides an insight to developing “an A/B skip-stop pattern (A/B SSP)” which helps in better 

transporting allocations and patterns usually in large areas because of various complications. It also states the demerit that the 

travel time usually increases while using this method. This paper tries to solve the problem using a model named LINGO. 

However, this method was found useful only for small distance routes. 

 

(Zhuang et al., 2016b) This paper discusses the train delays due to significant reasons and the possibility of conflicts which 

may arise in operations and may also hinder the security on tracks. It elongates the various conflicts which are possible and also 

uses two evaluation indexes to cater the same. (Vorobyov et al., 2018) The first index evaluates the divergence of a single train 

while the other measures the possibility of happening using a computation method. This paper also announces a new prediction 

method which is considered to be more practical. 

 

(Zhu & Goverde, 2019)  uses a “Mixed Integer Linear Programming model” to introduce “flexible stopping and short turning” 

. It is also concerned with canceling, re-ordering the trains. Through this model, they want to ensure that each train is designated a 

platform at a given station and the entire process is completed with minimal or no delays.(Dick, n.d.-b) This model includes the 

realistic features depending on the infrastructure and is apt in terms of both the networks such as single-track lines as well as the 

double track lines. 

 

(Binder, 2021) This paper focuses to provide utmost priority to the passengers for timetable rescheduling in case there is any 

disruption caused. A choice model is used and given to passengers wherein they can choose their travel plan in case there is any 

rescheduling. It searches for an optimum solution wherein there is minimal passenger delay as well as their needs are catered. A 

disposition timetable is prepared in accordance to the initial timetable with the modifications needed in the required 

areas.(Bussieck et al., 2004) 

 

(Pascariu, 2021) This paper outlines the freight capacity of railways using the timetable approach. It uses a microscopic 

simulation to analyze the capacity of the freight node in accordance with the existing infrastructure and tries to bring an 

improvement in the approaches. This model is also used in a case study of Novara freight mode and the infrastructure is analyzed 
by using different timetable patterns looking for improvements, if possible.(Caprara et al., n.d.) 

 

(Bešinović, 2019) In this paper, a model is proposed which aims to prepare a stable timetable which caters to the given 

demand at a particular point of time to maximize the demand fulfillment where there’s a crunch in network capacity. The model 

minimizes the cycle time to search for the most feasible timetable for a particular railway track. Also, this model is also tested on 

the Dutch railways. It also suggests that a proper timetable would lead to a speed difference and would avoid delays.(Caimi et al., 
n.d.) 

 

(Zhu & Goverde, 2020)  offers alternative choices to passengers in case there are disruptions in the railway network. For this, 

they proposed a “Novel- passenger oriented timetable rescheduling model”, which helped to reduce the mean time caused by the 

disruptions and next travel options. They have also developed an algorithm which is Adapted Fix-and-optimize (AFaO).(Dunkin 

et al., 2009b) This algorithm used in the model helped to shorten the time gaps. 
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(S. S. C. ,Shang, P. Q. J. S. M. Zhan, 2021) This paper talks about the internal and the external factors which may be 

responsible for a network disruption and hinder its operations. It involves the focus of the researchers towards effectively 

managing the delayed trains and the other trains on the route. Using the direction method of multipliers (ADMM), they devised 

strategies to manage the traffic and also displacing the passengers.(R. Burdett & Kozan, 2004) 

 

(Herrigel, 2018) This paper aims to focus the growing requirements on service quality and to increase the utilization of the 

railway network. It also focused on Periodic Event Scheduling Problem (PESP), which helped to speed up time tables in an 

automatic mode. MILP is also used in the formulation of the time tables.(L. Kroon & Huisman, n.d.) 

 

(Herrigel, 2018) This paper specifies the importance of tackling the problems of timetabling. It lays an emphasis on the train 

timetable and also includes job-shop scheduling, thus reducing the chances of delays occurring due to network traffic and 

disruptions caused on the route. Also, it determines the feasible running time between the halts. Some detailed practical factors 
are also taken into consideration in accordance to the timetable formation.  

 

(Warg, 2016) This paper assesses the highly used railways railway network and proposes a method to evaluate the timetables 

whether they are capable of handling the traffic or not. It also takes into account the economic assessment. It also tests the 
historical data on delayed trains and compares the departure by the combination of common weights using different variables. 

 

(S. W. S. C. L. S. M. Zhan, 2020) By using variable ticket pricing on trains, the authors of this research seek to create a 

railroad schedule that meets the needs of their passengers. To promote social justice, they sought to increase accessibility for low-

income customers by adjusting ticket costs for trains running outside of peak times. To resolve this issue, they utilised a “mixed 

integer linear programming model”. They made sure that the railway company's revenue was not decreased while also lowering 
ticket prices for the majority of passengers. (Cohen et al., 2015) 

 

(Parbo et al., 2016) This paper reviews about the railway when it comes to railway planning, there is a gap between 

”passengers who look not only at the schedules but also at the entirety of their trip, from access to waiting to on-board travel and 

egress.” The reliability of railways timetables is an important factor. Passengers prioritize travel time higher, according to 

empirical data travel time reductions are less predictable because passengers associate an intrinsic disutility when estimating 

travel times. (Pender et al., 2013)This inefficiency could be broadly construed as a price in worry for having to contingency 

arrangements for disruptions, which could be viewed as the driving force behind the necessity for delay-resistant railroad 

schedules. the conclusions create a foundation for a more passenger-oriented railway timetabling ensuring that passengers are 

provided with the best service possible with the resources available. 

 

(Goverde et al., 2016) This paper analyzes the performance-based railway timetabling which is integrated with the evaluation 

part. The evaluation is done on 3 levels. The levels are “microscopic, macroscopic, and corridor fine tuning level”. This is then 

checked whether the given analysis is optimal or not. 

 

(Veelenturf et al., 2017) This paper discusses real-time disruption management, which involves changing the rolling stock and 

the timetable in order to account for the altered passenger demand. The operator may also increase the frequency of the trains that 

run to stations with increased demand. The only changes made to the timetable are additional train pauses at stations where they 

wouldn't ordinarily halt. So, a heuristic approach is used. We demonstrate the effectiveness of successive iterations of our 

algorithm using real-world examples from Netherlands Railways, the nation's main railroad operator. 

 

(Caimi et al., 2017b) The project gives an outline of the current railway design in practice and the combinatorial models that 

were proposed for this application. The project puts emphasis on passenger railway services in the European railway market. It 

starts with an elucidation of the role of the time table to a railway system. It explains the different kind of subprocesses in time 
table design that need to be conducted. 

 

(D. S. C. X. Chen, 2019) This paper talks about the draft train timetable (DTT) which helps to generate a rough plan of the 

timetable and the scheduled time at which trains run. This draft helps to improve the real time performance of the train operations 

as it tends to determine approximate time required along with the calculation of delays. It also uses algorithms to ascertain the 

arrival and departure time. This model was demonstrated in China with 11 stations and situation there improved approximately by 
20% as compared to the original timetable. 

 

(Dong, 2020) This article discusses about how to obtain a high-quality timetable and simultaneously consider more realistic 

conditions and an integrated combination optimization model of both train stop plans and timetables under time-dependent 

passenger demand. They used mixed-integer nonlinear programming problem (MINLP) to optimize passenger travel efficiency 

and An extended adaptive large-scale neighborhood search (ALNS) algorithm is made to solve the problem. 

 

(F. Fuchs et al., 2021) This research paper discusses how railway infrastructure is important while constructing a timetabling 

problem. The method used in the research paper even identifies how small routing services can be used and instead of banning a 

whole railway plan, railway infrastructure can be efficiently used. 

 

(Qi et al., 2018a) This paper aims at achieving railway optimization by using a model for timetabling, stop planning and 

evaluating passengers’ demand for origin and destination pairs on railway corridors. It is based on a more practical framework 

and helps in minimizing passengers’ travel time. 
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(Sparing & Goverde, 2017a) This study provides an optimal method to find a feasible railway timetable for diverse railway 

networks and to improve the optimization process, different reduction methods are also used. To prove the practicality, real-life 
case studies on Dutch railways are also analyzed. 

 

(Xie et al., 2021)This research paper takes the real-life example of a high speed rail corridor in China and suggests that rail 

time schedules are quite important to establish safe conduct and timeliness of rail operations but considers train stop plans help in 
optimizing train timetabling and scheduling in such a way that is energy-saving and passenger oriented. 

 

(X. Chen et al., 2022) This study aims at achieving optimization of timetables of passenger like container trains at road rail 

transport network and to achieve the integrated optimization, “a multi objective optimization model” is followed and also “a grid 

based algorithm” is used to solve the model. A case study of the China Europe transcontinental network is mentioned in the 

research paper to apply the model used. 

 

(P. Wang & Goverde, 2019) Train trajectory optimization is used as a method to approach energy efficient train time 

scheduling. This method involves considering the arrival departure time pair as constraints in order to set the timetable. The 

approach further follows two methods, single train trajectory optimization(STTO) and multi train trajectory optimization(MTTO). 

 

(Yan & Goverde, 2019) Railway networks  have advanced quickly in recent years with the goal of reducing passenger travel 

times and meeting the rising passenger demand. Two critical problems at the strategic and tactical levels that form the basis of a 

high degree of service quality for railway operation are the “LPP(line planning problem) and TPP(train timetabling problem)”. To 
solve this particular problem, a multi objective linear programming is used. 

 

(Z. Liao et al., 2021) This research paper suggests that to solve capacity estimation problems, generally only infrastructure is 

taken into consideration but the research paper includes both infrastructure and vehicle resources to solve problems. A mixture of 
time and space network is used based on which a Lagrangian relaxation algorithm is used to solve the problem. 

 

(L. Zhou et al., 2017) This study takes into account a “high-speed rail track” that needs precise scheduling of train networks 

for a sizable quantity of rail with both “limited power supply and limited time capacity”. The goal of the study is to 

comprehensively combine issues with microscopic train trajectory calculations with macro train scheduling. The model used to 

solve the problem is a mixture of space, time and speed networks to describe various train trajectories. 

 

(Cao et al., 2019) This paper is based on optimizing railway timetables by identifying departure times of a particular rail 

network. The model uses integer based programming problems and binary variables and is dealt with maximizing transfers at high 

speed rail networks. To test the model, computations were done on Beijing rail transit networks. 

 

(Corman et al., 2014) In this paper, the potential application of an optimization-based paradigm for managing rail traffic 

congestion over a large network is radical assessed. Due to the severe traffic congestion, the Dutch railway network uses a 

practical application. 

 

(Yan et al., 2019) an efficient and robust time schedule which effectively uses the railway infrastructure to the fullest. The e-
constraint method is used and algorithms are used to create the pareto set ((S. Binder et al., 2017) 

 

(Copyright © 1997. All Rights Reserved., 1997)suggests an optimal approach for railway timetabling in such a way that it 

maximizes the profit while not violating the time and capacity constraints. The approach used in this paper to solve this problem 
is the Lagrangian relaxation approach and Swedish railways were used as a real life railway network to be tested on. 

 

(Lamorgese et al., 2017)To meet future passenger inflow and demand, new rail infrastructures are planned and have to go 

through a trial and error process which involves formulating a new schedule and timetable which contemplates the demand and is 
undertaken in such a way that there is no unfeasible solution. In this paper an exact approach is taken to compute train timetables. 

 

(Leutwiler & Corman, 2022)The  important aspects of a rail network’s proper operation is the planning of its timetables and 

rail schedules and it must maximize capacity for moving people and cargo and also adhering to all constraints at a microscopic 

scale. A logic Benders cut is created, which we can compute efficiently for all decomposed issues in the framework we are 

considering. 

 

(Vansteenwegen & Oudheusden, 2006)The approach followed is build upon the Belgian rail system  and late arrivals are 

devised and minimized in order to enhance passenger service. An ideal provision is created for delays to protect connections in an 

event when the train is running late. The paper also conducts standard linear programming and also optimizes the LP(linear 
programming) table. 

 

(Canca & Zarzo, 2017) This research paper uses the model of MINLP(Mixed Integer Nonlinear optimization problem) for 

both origin destination pairs. Energy efficient timetables are designed as a result of speeds, dimensions, rolling stock of each 
railway line. 

 

(Burggraeve & Vansteenwegen, 2017)The low capacity is one of the primary causes of delay propagation in virtually 

saturated station locations. This study suggests a technique for creating a cyclic timetable and a routing plan from scratch in order 
to maximize both passenger robustness and infrastructure occupancy. 
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(D. Wang et al., 2022)This study looks into a complex urban rail transit line's rolling stock scheduling issue of integrated 

deadhead routing and timetabling. To minimize the weighted sum of the total deadhead distance and total deadhead running time 
of rolling stocks, a new binary linear model is used via a time-space network representation. 

 

(Högdahl et al., 2019) The essential characteristics of a rail conveyance service is its short travel time and high reliability. In 

order to capture these two crucial socio-economic features of a timetable, this study examines the challenge of creating a schedule 
for a given set of departures that minimizes the weighted total of scheduled travel time and estimated delay. 

 

(X. Zhang & Nie, 2016) When compared to other optimization approaches for capacity evaluation, this method of timetable 

analysis can disclose different railway line designs and rules of operation that have a useful impact on enhancing capacity 

utilization. This paper includes various models like “(minimum cycle time calculation) MCTC model” and PESP train plan for 

macro scoping time scheduling and capacity analysis. 

 

Other publications that encompass relevant aspects of our topic, includes “ (Caset et al., 2019; Chierici et al., 2004; Ghoseiri et 

al., 2004; Goverde & Hansen, 2013; Hassannayebi et al., 2017; Lusby et al., 2011; RAILWAY ROUTE OPTIMIZATION SYSTEM 

CASE STUDY: Kasese Railway Station, n.d.; R. Wang et al., 2019; Y. Wang et al., 2021; Zwaneveld et al., 1996)” 

“(Nemani et al., 2010) (Ke et al., 2015) (Ahuja et al., 2005; Bach et al., 2015; Budai, G., Huisman, D., & Dekker, 2006; R. L. 

Burdett & Kozan, 2009; Cacchiani et al., 2014; Cacchiani & Toth, 2012a; S. Chen et al., 2013; Dewilde et al., 2014; Engelhardt-

Funke & Kolonko, 2004; He et al., 2000a; Içyüz-Ay et al., 2016; Ke et al., 2015; Kotsiopoulos, 1999; L. G. Kroon et al., 2014; 

Larsen et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2017; Nemani et al., 2010; Z. Pan et al., 2020; Qi et al., 2018b, 2021; Reisch et al., 2021; Sels et al., 

2016; Van Aken et al., 2017; X. Xu et al., 2021; Yue et al., 2016; Y. Zhang, Peng, et al., 2022)” 

 
 

III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

IDENTIFY DATABASE AND KEYWORD SELECTION: 

The literature curation of relevant material including research papers, articles, case studies, publications and reports was 
acquired from the following database and sources: 

“Science Direct (https://www.sciencedirect.com/), Google Scholar (https://scholar.google.com/), EBSCO Host 

(https://www.ebsco.com/products/ebscohost-research-platform), JSTOR (https://www.jstor.org/), Sci-Hub.se (https://sci-hub.se/), 

ProQuest (https://www.proquest.com/), IEEE Xplore (https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/), IDEAS (https://ideas.repec.org/), Academia 

(https://www.academia.edu/), Springer (https://link.springer.com/), SAGE Journals (https://journals.sagepub.com/)” 

 

The search strategy involved using following keywords in distinct combinations using logical operators (“AND”, “OR”) to 
identify a network and target publications to conduct the bibliometric analysis: 

Group Search Keywords  

Railway planning related terms  Operations, Research, Railway, Timetabling, Routing, Scheduling, 

Optimization, Planning, Problem, Models, Disruptions, Constraints, 

Delay, Rerouting, Double-Line Tracks, Micro, Macro 

 

 

 

ORGANIZATION AND CLASSIFICATION OF DATA: 

In the initial literature search over 10,000 results were generated and on the selection of required article type, a dataset of 3148 

results was assembled. After further deliberation, the data set was formulated into 250 papers. The research is narrowed to papers 

in “English” language to ensure equivalence and comparability between different years and no time period restrictions were 
applied.   

The articles selected in the initial search were subject to a two-step screening process. In the primary tactic, the abstract, 

introduction, keywords and conclusion was given a thorough understanding to ensure validity and reliability. Therefore, 

segregating those articles that proved satisfactory and converged with the selection criteria were incorporated in the analysis 

technique. Reasons for excluding certain articles are: 

a) Focused on the evolution of railway system 

b Related to the pricing scheme and seating capacity 

c) Extensively focused on the freight and goods transportation 

 In the second tactic, the selected articles were given an extensive study on their research methodology, analysis, applicability, 
findings. 

 

The pertinent material was transferred to Mendeley Reference Manager which is used to insert citations and bibliography and 

systematic arrangement. At this stage, any identical articles were withdrawn. Further, the entire database from Mendeley was 

converted into Research Information Systems (*.ris) format with the objective of conducting Bibliometric Analysis employing 

software namely VosViewer, RStudio and Word Cloud. 

The Selected material for research was therefore put in Vos Viewer to analyze the interlinkages between the various sets 

available. After putting forth the papers together, Vos Viewer generated a bubble shaped diagram which illustrated about the 

various methods used by the various authors. The size of the bubble depicted which of the methods were given priority and had 

the highest number of headcounts. The result produced was further used for the analysis among the data available.(Corman & 

Henken, 2022b; Z. J. L. H. Liao, 2022) 
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After the selection of material, the papers were segregated under four headings (“article name”, “publication year”, “authors”, 

“publication source”) in Microsoft Excel to construct visual representation consisting of graphs and tables.(Liu & Kozan, 2009) 

 

BIBILOMETRIC ANALYSIS:  

Analysis of publishing years: 

 

                    
                                               Figure 1 (Source: Google Sheet)  

 

As per the bibliometric analysis using excel for the number of contributing papers within our time range (1996-2022), a 

maximum number of articles have been published in the year 2022 considering relevancy and major focus on the key aspects 

confined to our topic. A steady increase in aggregate number of researches can be identified on a year-on-year basis. Some reports 

and study done in the year of 2022 include (Alaghband & Moghaddam, 2022; Ding et al., 2022) . Publications saw the most 

substantial jump in the year 2021 with a focus on optimization, rescheduling and timetabling areas which includes the work of (K. 
Huang et al., 2021; Y. Wang et al., 2021) 

 

Analysis of Publication Sources: 

 
Figure 2  (Source: Google Sheet) 

 

Figure 2 represents the number of articles published by different publications, various established journals were used to gather 

data in order to make it more relevant and compatible with the presented topic. These journals overlooked upon the topic and 

were considered to be the best suitable for research. The graph of the most famous journals has been formed to provide a better 

view of the conducted research. Among the given references, Transportation Research Part C: Emerging Technologies provided a 

major contribution for the research.(Shu et al., 2005; Törnquist, n.d.) It contained a chunk of papers which included various 

technologies being used to prepare timetables and rescheduling which gave a holistic view about the topic. The next in line was 

Transportation Research Part B: Methodological which described about the various methods in rerouting.(Srivastava et al., 2009) 

 

Analysis of Co-Occurrence of Keywords: 
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Figure 3 

(Source: VOSviewer) 

 

The network of keywords derived from the terms used in the contributing articles is shown in Figure 3. It is very clear that 

timetabling, analysis and research are the most used words in the research papers analyzed. 

 

Analysis of Co-Occurrence of Title and Abstract Fields: 

 
Figure 4 (Source: VOSviewer) 

 

Figure 4 represents the network of title and abstract words used in different articles. It is clearly evident that train timetabling, 
train scheduling, timetabling consisted most of the title heads. 

Analysis of  Co-Occurrence of Citation Network: 
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Figure 5 (Source: VOSviewer) 

 

Figure 5 represents the citation networks of selected research papers based on their authors. It can be observed that Rob M P 
Goverde, Lixing Yang and Francesco Corman were the leading authors in the analysis. 

 

Future Work:  

The presented paper involves various methods and techniques which have been used to identify, determine, predict, analyze 

various possibilities and availabilities in the train scheduling network. Various outcomes which have arrived using permutations 

and combinations of methods provided sustainable results which could be useful in various areas. The “Alternating Direction 

Method of Multipliers (ADMM)” Method helped to solve optimization problems by converting them into small elements which in 

turn helped in generating better options.(Dong, 2020; Sameni, n.d.) The MILP model enabled the generation of structures which 

in turn led to the better line planning.(Harrod, 2012b) This is just a glimpse of the most popular ones which have been found in 

the research. There are several other models and methods which have been used to help identify the best solution or the approach 

which should be used. (Siebert & Goerigk, 2013) 

 

Some research papers used the “PESP(Periodic Event-Scheduling Problem) model or the MILP (Mixed Integer Linear 

Programming) model” (Cao et al., 2019; Kroon et al., 2014; Van Aken et al., 2017; Zhang & Nie, 2016) (Canca & Zarzo, 2017; 

Van Aken et al., 2017; Yan et al., 2019). Since some of the models implemented in the previous research papers do not consider 

the accurate, practical, dynamic implications that are applicable in the concrete world, the development of such models is 

necessary to precisely interpret case scenarios, plan timetable schedules and routing decisions accordingly. (Caprara et al., 1999; 
Masoud et al., n.d.) 

Models such as “Fuzzy Optimization Model” as implemented in the works of (He et al., 2000b; Murugappan, n.d.; L. Wang et 

al., 2012; Zhuang et al., 2016a) can be refined upon. Further, the initiation of models and simulations that measure the 
effectiveness of drawn timetables and route combinations is required to quantify its impact.   

 

IV. CONCLUSION: 

This paper is a literature review on the various models that can be used to solve the problems of robust train 

timetabling(Cacchiani & Toth, 2012b),(Salido et al., 2012)train scheduling and rescheduling, etc.(Yalçinkaya & Mirac Bayhan, 

2012) keeping in mind the commercial needs as well as security and capacity constraints.(ARENAS et al., 2015) It has been 

observed that there have been many publications in this area, however, there are very few review papers.  

At the designing level, rail timetabling comprises of “optimizing the routing and scheduling” for a intricate rail network. 

However, the planned schedule needs to be verified and updated constantly due to disruptions or delays(Altazin et al., 2017; 

Goverde, 1999) that may require train rerouting or cancellations. In practice, an immediate reaction is required when unexpected 
events like these occur, implying that trains must be rescheduled in seconds.  (Fischetti & Monaci, 2017) 

The departure frequency is another aspect that should be kept in mind when it comes to optimal timetabling, which depends 

on maximum section passenger flow. This flow varies greatly within different sections, and often leads to waste of capacity. (Xue 

et al., 2019). Reduction in passenger waiting time, costs and efficient utilization of energy and other resources are some other 

objectives of efficient timetabling(Semet & Schoenauer, 2005). Some complicated concepts of network planning, line planning, 

railway track allocations, crew schedules, real time management, train order entropy, (Huo et al., 2016)etc. can be solved by using 

methods of operation research. 

However, to solve these problems, traditional time-consuming optimization tools used in the planning phase are proven to be 

inadequate(Liebchen, 2008), as real world timetabling problems (Cavone et al., 2019; Meng et al., 2020; Sparing & Goverde, 

2013; Yamada et al., 2017; J. Zhao et al., 2022)can lead to very large instances that are not solvable by commercial state-of-the-

art software. (L. G. Kroon & Peeters, 2003; Liebchen & Möhring, 2008) Traditional methods such as PESP and MILP have 

proven to be ineffective when used exclusively. However, these models show great extendibility. During the previous year, a 
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trend towards the integration of various conventional design models have been developed. Study shows timetabling problems in 

the real world can be successfully attacked by integration of traditional models like PESP and MILP (Pellegrini et al., 2019) with 

other models, and using new approaches such as the Lagrangian relaxation methods (Fischer et al., 2008). Other methods such as 

branch and bound algorithmic approach (X. Zhou & Zhong, 2007), stochastic stimulation models, fuzzy linear programming 

models, macroscopic models, DDS, genetic algorithm(Alwadood et al., 2012; Bahramian & Bagheri, 2015; Li et al., 2019; 

Liebchen et al., 2005), collaborative optimization method (L. Yang et al., 2016), meta heuristic approaches(Barber et al., 

2009)(Rossi-doria & Paechter, 2003), ADMM, etc. are also used. The advantages and disadvantages of all these models have 

been discussed in this research paper. 

This paper also shows A computational analysis on real cases across the world across various timelines and proves that these 
approaches can be successfully used for practical real-time train rescheduling.  

(Cacchiani et al., 2016)tests linear programming formulations to a portion of railway in Liguria. (X. Yang et al., 2014)tests the 

genetic model with binary encoding on the Beijing Yizhuang subway line of China, as well as the Beijing-Tianjin intercity 

railway(Kang et al., 2022). (Sparing & Goverde, 2017b) tries implementing the genetic algorithm-based model to the German 

railways(X. Yang et al., 2013) and on the Dutch railway system. The models have been applied to the Genoa railway network as 
well(Donzella & Sacile, 2018). 

  

Thus, we can conclude that more work needs to be invested into developing better rounding heuristics. We hope that these 

models, through their integrative approach to vehicle scheduling, timetabling, line planning, and infrastructure planning, will 
eventually lead to better decision making in practice.(Bansal Vaishnavi Kumar Vedansh Chopra Vedant Jain Richa Saxena, 2017) 
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